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AMPHIBIANS: FROGS, TOADS, NEWTS, & SALAMANDERS

**Picture Books, Folktales, and Beginning Readers**

Can You Make a Scary Face? by Jan Thomas  
Dimity Duck by Jane Yolen  
An Extraordinary Egg by Leo Lionni  
Fish is Fish by Leo Lionni  
Frog and Friends (beginning reader series) by Eve Bunting  
Frog and Toad (series) by Arnold Lobel  
A Frog in the Bog by Karma Wilson  
The Frog with the Big Mouth by Teresa Bateman  
Froggy (series) by Jonathan London  
The Frogs and Toads All Sang by Arnold Lobel  
Gem by Holly Hobbie  
Green Wilma/Green Wilma, Frog in Space by Tedd Arnold  
A Home for Bird by Philip Stead  
I’m a Frog by Mo Willems  
Joshua the Giant Frog by Peggy Thomas  
Jump, Frog, Jump! by Robert Kalan  
Leap Back Home to Me by Lauren Thompson  
Little Frog’s Tadpole Trouble by Tatyana Feeney  
Maggi and Milo by Juli Brenning  
Moonbear’s Pet by Frank Asch  
The Mud Fairy by Amy Young  
999 Frogs Wake Up/999 Tadpoles by Ken Kimura  
Only a Toad by Cher Thao  
Princess Zelda and the Frog by Carol Gardner  
Red Eyed Tree Frog by Joy Cowley  
Ribbit! by Rodrigo Folguieria  
The Ring Went Zing!: A Story that Ends with a Kiss by Sean Taylor  
The Salamander Room by Anne Mazer  
Sylvia Long’s Thumbelina by Sylvia Long  
Spells! by Emily Gravett  
Stick by Steve Breen
**Tadpole Rex** by Kurt Cyrus    ages 5+

**Tuesday** (wordless) by David Weisner

**Toads on Toast** by Linda Bailey

**Too Many Frogs!** by Sandy Asher

### Non-Fiction

**Beneath the Sun** by Melissa Stewart

**Blinky: A Special Gray Tree Frog** by Randy Korb

**Do You Know about Amphibians?** by Buffy Silverman

**Frogs** by Annalise Bekkering

**Frogs and Toads** by Trudi Strain Truit

**The Kingfisher Animal Encyclopedia** by David Burnie

**Let’s Draw a Frog with Ovals** by Kathy Kuhtz Campbell

**Pebble Plus. Amphibians (series) by various authors**

**Poison Dart Frogs** by Cecilia Pinto McCarthy

**Salamander, Frog, and Polliwog: What is an Amphibian?** by Brian Clearly

**Sea Turtles** (beginning reader) by Laura Marsh

**Tell Me the Difference Between a Frog and a Toad** by Leigh Rockwood

**Top 10 Reptiles and Amphibians for Kids** by Ann Gaines

**A Whiff of Pine, A Hint of Skunk: a Forest of Poems** by Deborah Ruddell

**Wood Frogs: Back from the Dead!** by Emma Carlson Berne

### Chapter Books

**An Army of Frogs: A Kulipari Novel** (new series) by Trevor Pryce

**Attack of the Ninja Frogs** by Ursula Vernon

**The Familiars** (series) by Adam Jay Epstein

**The Fantastic Secret of Owen Jester** by Barbara O’Connor

**Frogged** by Vivian Van Velde

**Frognapped** by Angie Sage

**The Hop** by Sharelle Byars

**Pip and the Wood Witch Curse** by Chris Mould

**The Secret of the Stone Frog: A Toon Graphic Novel** by David Nytra

**Stink and the Freaky Frog Freakout** by Megan McDonald

**A Tale Dark and Grimm/In a Glass Grimmly** by Adam Gidwitz

**Tales of the Frog Princess** (series) by E.D. Baker

**The Wind in the Willows** (series) by Kenneth Graham

### Reptiles: Alligators, Crocodiles, Turtles, Lizards, Snakes, Chameleons, Geckos, and Iguanas

### Picture Books, Folktales, and Beginning Readers
Animal Masquerade by Marianne Dubuc
A Carousel Tale by Elisa Kleven
Cesar Takes a Break by Susan Thoms
Crictor by Tomi Ungerer
The Crocodile and the Scorpion by Rebecca Emberly
The Day Jimmy’s Boa Ate the Wash by Trinka Hakes Noble
Doodle Bites by Polly Dunbar
Duck and Cover by Jackie Urbanovic
Five Little Monkeys Sitting in a Tree by Eileen Christelow
Guji Guji by Zhiyuan Chen
Hank finds Inspiration by Craig Frazier
Help!: A Story of Friendship by Holly Keller
Hooray for Amanda and her Alligator by Mo Willems
Hurry Up and Slow Down by Layn Marlow
I’d Really Like to Eat a Child by Sylviane Donno
I Wanna Iguana by Karen Orloff
I Want a Hug by John Rowe
The Kindhearted Crocodile by Lucia Panzieri
King of the Zoo by Erica Perl
Lyle, Lyle Crocodile Storybook Treasury by Bernard Waber
A Mr. and Mrs. Green Adventure (beginning reader) by Keith Baker
Mossy by Jan Brett
Mouse Count by Ellen Stoll Walsh
My Snake Blake by Randy Siegel
The New Girl ...and Me by Jacqui Robbins
No Laughing, No Smiling, No Giggling by James Stevenson
Open Very Carefully by Nick Bromley
A Pet Named Sneaker (beginning reader) by Joan Heilbroner
Pointdexter Makes a Friend by Mike Twohy
Slithery Snake by Rose-Marie Provencher
Superworm by Julia Donaldson
To Bathe a Boa by C. Imbior Kudrna
The Tortoise and the Hare by Jerry Pinkney
Turtle Island by Kevin Sherry
Turtle Splash: Countdown at the Pond by Cathryn Falwell
The Voyage of Turtle Rex by Kurt Cyrus
The Watermelon Seed by Greg Pizzoli
What’s the Big Idea, Molly? by Valeri Gorbachev
Winston and George by John Miller
Yertle the Turtle and Other Stories by Dr. Seuss
Non-Fiction

Alligators and Crocodiles!: Strange and Wonderful by Laurence Pringle
American Alligators by Steve Potts
Can You Tell a Gecko from a Salamander? by Buffy Silverman
Crocodile Encounters: and More True Stories of Adventures with Animals by Brady Barr
Crocodiles and Alligators by Karen Haywood
A Crocodile’s Life by Sara Anthill
Everything You Need to Know about Snakes: and Other Scaly Reptiles by John Woodward
Galapagos George by Jean Craighead George
Geckos by Kathleen Connors
Owen and Mzee: The True Story of a Remarkable Friendship/Owen and Mzee: The Language of Friendship by Isabella Hatkoff
Pebble Plus. Reptiles (series) by various authors
Reptile Style by Beth Gruber
Slither and Crawl: Eye to Eye with Reptiles by Jim Arnosky
Slithering Snakes and How to Care for Them by David Armentrout
Snakes by Martha Rustad
Snakes and other Reptiles by Mary Pope Osborne
Tell Me the Difference between an Alligator and a Crocodile by Leigh Rockwood
Tortoise, Tree Snake, Gator, and Sea Snake: What is a Reptile? by Brian Cleary

Chapter Books

The Birthday Storm by Sharon Draper
Dragonbreath (series) by Ursula Vernon
The Enormous Crocodile by Roald Dahl
Friends: Snake and Lizard/Snake and Lizard by Joy Cowley
Gator on the Loose! by Sue Stauffacher
Grk: Operation Tortoise by Joshua Doder
The Kane Chronicles (series) by Rick Riordan
Revenge of the Lizard Club by Thea Stilton
Stan and the Toilet Monster by Steve Shreve
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (series) shelved under series title
Thirteen Plus One by Lauren Myracle
The True Blue Scouts of Sugar Man Swamp by Kathi Appelt
The Turtle-Hatching Mystery by Mary Casanova
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